Project from Human Migration: Investigate the Global Journey of Humankind
ACTIVITY!

Inquire &
Investigate

Ideas for
Supplies
• several friends
or classmates
• rubber gloves
• bags of trash taken
from different
areas—kitchen,
office, bedroom
• newspapers on which
to lay the trash

VOCAB LAB
Write down what you
think each word means:

TALKING TRASH
The trash people throw out reveals a lot about human
behavior. Prehistoric garbage dumps, called middens,
are gold mines of information for archaeologists. Trash
can reveal when people from a culture lived, what
technology the people used, what the environment
was like, and how the people obtained their food. In
this activity you will examine a bag of garbage to see
what your trash has to say about your community.
Caution: Ask an adult to remove any unsanitary or
unsafe garbage in your trash bags.

• Divide into small groups, each group gets a
bag of trash. Remove the trash from the bag and
lay it out on the newspaper. Separate the trash
into different categories. What are some ways in
which you can classify the garbage? By color? By
function? By material? Record your observations.

migrants, homecommunity migration,
colonization, wholecommunity migration,
cross-community
migration, and
human traffickers.
Compare your
definitions with those
of your friends or
classmates. Did you
all come up with the
same meanings? Turn
to the text and glossary
if you need help.
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Project from Human Migration: Investigate the Global Journey of Humankind
ACTIVITY!

Inquire &
Investigate
• Make logical inferences based on your
observations. When you infer, you make meaning
from your observations. Use the example on
this page to help organize your work. When
archaeologists dig through middens, they want to
know:
• Who used these items?
• What does the trash reveal about the culture’s
religion, government, and educational
systems?
• What technology did the culture use?

• Share your group’s inferences with the other
groups and listen to their conclusions. What
main conclusion can you all agree on about the
culture that threw these items away?

To investigate more, combine trash from
different locations into one bag. How does
this change your classification system?
Consider what might be missing from this
trash pile. Were items removed for safety
or sanitation reasons? What would these
additional items reveal about this culture?
Try putting the trash in chronological order.
How does a trash timeline change your
understanding of the people who threw these
items away?

Learn From a
Food CarryOut Container
Observation: One Styrofoam
box with attached lid, 6 by 8
by 2 inches. No seams on
any side of the box. All sides
are of identical dimensions.
Inferences: This culture
uses machine manufacturing
to mold identical objects.
Therefore, speed and
standardization are more
important to them than
artistry. This culture uses
plastic and, therefore,
either drills for petroleum
or trades for it.

WHAT IS HUMAN MIGRATION?

Check out more titles and other great activities at nomadpress.net.
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